
Growing Resource List
For Germinating & Starting Seedlings

● 4 inch square pot (1 pot per seed)*
● Sturdy plastic rectangle flat to hold small pots (Each flat will hold 18, 4 inch pots)
● Plastic hood to cover germinating plants in tray (tallest is best)
● Seed starter soil or low nutrient potting mix.

To Transplant Into Before Going Into Final Pot or the Ground
● 1 gallon pot per plant*

○ Plastic or
○ Cloth with handles

If You Are Going To Grow In Pots, You will need one pot per plant
● 7-20 gallon pot per plant (the bigger the pot size, the bigger the plant)

○ Plastic or
○ Cloth

For Filling 1 Gallon Pots and/or the Larger Pots If You Choose That Route
● “Garden” Soil not potting soil*

For Later In the Season
● Small bag of worm compost
● Liquid Fish fertilizer
● Small clippers
● Clothes hangers or wire to hang plants or
● Herb drying rack
● Space to hang plants

○ regular ol’ box fan or oscillating fan (optional)
○ Dehumidifier (optional)

● Storage bins/containers for curing flowers
○ Gallon glass jars
○ Rubbermaid bins
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*A Few Thought About Pots & Soil
Everyone comes into gardening, like all things, with various levels of experience and holding certain
values. For example, think how we all make decisions about what we eat. The two main decision points
we will discuss here are; to use plastic and what kind of soil?

Plastic or Not For Your Pots
If you choose to go with plastic, I recommend investing a little bit more money to get a sturdier pot so it will
last longer before it ends up in the landfill (years versus one-time use). No, they are not recyclable. When
you are making your decision about whether to go into the ground or not, you will also want to consider
that plastic pots tend to get hotter than cloth pots.

Cloth pots have the advantage of being a bit cooler and they “air prune” your roots. When the root gets to
the edge and meets more oxygen, they will actually migrate back away from the edge. Make sure to get
cloth pots with handles for easier moving around. Cloth pots can be reused once you get the soil and roots
out of them (this endeavor is a bit more challenging than getting plants out of a plastic pot). I recommend
the cloth pots as your final step pot if you decide to only grow in pots.

I was very excited to use “cow” pots since they are a renewable resource (cow poop) but after
recommending to the students last year and using them myself side by side with plastic for the starter
pots, I am not recommending them this year. The seedlings struggled way too much compared to the
plastic pots.

What Kind Of Soil?
This is the $1,000,000 question - The much guarded secret - the holy grail of growing. If you are going into
the ground you are looking for loamy, well-draining soil, rich in nutrients. Each plant is ideally going to
need access to an area the size of a 15-20 gallon pot of soil.

Soil to go into your pots will not be “potting soil” from a garden supply store. Potting soil has enough
nutrition to start a seed in a 4 inch pot. You are looking for bags labeled “garden soil”. There is a HUGE
range of garden soils to purchase and if you are at a cannabis growing store in particular, you can always
expect to pay more money. You are looking for a well-balanced & nutrient-rich soil. Remember you are
going to need to fill whatever sized pots you decide on. Buying in bulk is always cheaper. The bigger the
pot of soil, the more nutrients the plant has to pull from and less nutrients you need to add during growing.

Organic vs. Nonorganic
Just like with food, you need to make that decision for yourself.
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